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15. THE IMPACT FROM WITHOUT: INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE 

STRUCTURE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN SWITZERLAND* 

1. Introduction 

To Raimund E. Germann, we all owe a critical and consistent appraisal 
of direct democracy and coalition government in Switzerland. Over 
many years of his fruitful academic life, he had the courage to question 
the conventional wisdom of the political system as practised in this 
country. He developed conceptual ideas, far away from the mainstream 
in this country, on representation and majority rules with parties in 
opposition. He intended to move the Swiss towards parliamentary 
democracy and thus towards the mainstream model in Western Europe, 
and perhaps throughout the globe. He doubted whether direct 
democracy would be able to cope with the challenges of the modern 
world, with European integration and globalization. 

In many respects, he was right. Direct democracy, in particular the 
referendum as a comer stone of the political system, produced an inward 
looking polity. The country, while a forerunner in international trade 
and an open economy in industrial goods and services, still lags behind 
in participation in major international fora and in European political 
integration. Switzerland was a member of the League of Nations. It still 
is not a full member of the United Nations, as accession was strongly 
rejected in a referendum in 1986. This is embarassing and extremely 
difficult to understand from without, through the spectacles of a foreign 
observer, in light of the self-declared principle of Swiss solidarity in 
foreign relations, and given the substantial contributions by 
Switzerland to, and benefits drawn from membership of, most of its 
special organizations, let alone the country's role of hosting UN 
headquarters in Geneva. The country neither is a member of the 
European Union and does not participate in shaping and making 
European law of which it absorbs most ex post and autonomously. 
Again, this is extremely difficult to understand from without, given the 
more than full economic integration of Swiss economy in Europe. This 
is yet another phenomenon which can only be explained in terms of the 
hurdles posed by direct democracy. Nor is the country a member of 
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NATO, abstaining from it during the cold war, while benefiting from 
its shield under a formal concept of neutrality. It is apparent that direct 
democracy renders it difficult to move towards new and more 
meaningful roles of Switzerland in European security architecture. A 
proposal to introduce UN peacekeeping forces was met with resistance 
and failed in a referendum. It forced the government to an incremental 
and cautious approach. 

Today, the country is at pains in finding its way and orientation in the 
changing landscapes of Europe and the globe. It is a matter of speculation 
where the country would stand and be without its extensive 
instruments of direct democracy. We note that membership of the 
country in the Bretton Woods systems was achieved after long debate 
in 1991. Equally, Switzerland is a founding Member of the WTO. Direct 
democracy does not exclude such important steps. Changes occur, once 
perceptions and attitudes have changed after long travails in the making 
of public opinion. But this takes much time, perhaps too much time, 
and windows of opportunities are being lost for many years, sometimes 
for ever. 

Changes, both domestically and in foreign relations, require 
considerable shifts in mainstream attitudes which need to translate in 
popular vote. Today, resistance to changing paradigms in foreign policy 
and international relations is not limited to nationalist parties and 
groups. The loss of boundaries is a cause of angst and anxiety. Many fear 
a loss of national identity as we knew it. The feeling reaches far into the 
mainstream political spectrum. Yet, it would be fair to say that short of 
direct democracy, and with a system of representational majority 
government, changes would have occurred more rapidly, in order to 
integrate the country into new European landscapes. Parliament and 
the executive branch would move more boldly. Learning processes 
could be accelerated, and myths would be left to the past more rapidly 
than today. Lessons would have been learned more rapidly that 
sovereignty today can be better defended by integration than by 
abstaining and leaving it to an increasingly formal concept. At the same 
time, there is a risk that such changes would have occurred without 
true consent and support of the population, leaving many behind and 
thus contributing to estrangement and frustration with politics in the 
country. The government may go for a bridge too far. There are two 
sides to the coin, and we come back to this. 

The late Raimund E. Germann was of a generation of scholars who 
witnessed and participated in times of great designs and political 
planning. Discussions of reforming the Constitution were discussions 
as to changing the political system in a profound way. He taught us to 
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pursue a path without looking at immediate prospects of implementing 
an idea whose time may come, perhaps much later. I share with him the 
belief in long-term views. But unlike his generation, and those who all 
worked on previous and failed projects of substantial constitutional 
reform in the reforming spirit of the 1970s, we are reluctant to address 
grand designs and overhauls. Again, it is direct democracy and a political 
culture working bottom-up and incrementally and mainly interested 
in single and specific issues to form political debate which has shaped 
our experiences and attitudes. The Federal Constitution was reformed. 
A new Constitution was adopted in April 1999 and will enter into force 
with the new millennium. Yet, is was a formal overhaul, a new dress, 
with substantial changes yet to be developed over the next decades, 
following the traditional of incremental progress. It is fair to say that a 
bold approach and proposal would have failed in the double referendum 
in 1999. Even mentioning European integration, and the role of 
Switzerland in Europe, may have turned the new Constitution down. 
It was a close run, as many associated the new constitution with a new 
age towards a more outward-looking polity. 

All of the Swiss down-to-earth pragmatism and impossibility to bring 
about substantive constitutional change must have caused a substantial 
amount of frustration with Raimund and his generation. His time has 
yet to come, and it may. Future changes will not occur with a big bang, 
as we do not seek revolution with all its pains. Experience shows that 
formal changes in the system of government will not occur formally, 
and from within, given stable social and economic conditions in the 
country. But they may occur informally and shift the political system 
towards some of the ideas he had put forward during his life span. 
Today, we are less ambitious, or perhaps ambitious in a different way. 
We work incrementally. We are less interested in formal changes and 
new designs, but in studying underlying, slow and gradual changes in 
legal and political culture and constitutional practices. The document 
may stay, but the life of the Constitution and conventions will change 
over time. 

One of these silent changes has been the role of international law on 
constitutional structures and political systems. It informally shapes 
constitutional law more and more, all within the bounds of a written 
charter. Changes sometimes merely relate to practices, Sometimes, they 
will result in legislative changes. 

In this chapter and tribute to Raimund E. Germann, I should like to 
explore the idea to what extent the decline of Parliament will eventually 
shift constitutional practices towards a system of representative 
government with the federal Council more directly depending on 
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majorities of the day. All depends on the future of the referendum, less 
so on the initiative which we shall not address in this paper. It will be 
argued that there is little or no room to limit the referendum. Minor, 
but important organizational changes may assist in reshaping the 
balance of powers in a structural reform. Yet, it will be submitted that 
the referendum may lose some of its traditional and current importance 
in the light of regionalization and globalization. Moreover, its role might 
also change with the introduction of constitutional judicial review over 
federal statutes. And such evolutions may bring the system closer to 
ideas developed by Raimund E. Germann, at his time. 

2. The Transformation of Law-Making 

As in periods before, political and legal change is less induced from 
within the country and its utterly stable constellations, but from 
without, i.e. from a changing international context of the Constitution. 
Technological advances, in particular in communications, have 
profoundly changed business and private lives. Regulatory needs 
transgress the traditional bounds of the traditional nation states. 
Political scientists and lawyers alike increasingly draw to the fact that 
law and regulations, formerly enacted on a national level, are being 
increasingly shaped in international processes. The age of 
comprehensive national codification has come to an end. Most areas of 
law, today, have an international and European legal dimension, be it 
public, private or penal law. The impact has been of paramount 
importance in the field of economic law, regulating commerce both 
domestically and internationally. The law of the World Trade 
Organization today comprises rules reaching far beyond the scope of 
border regulation. Starting with tariff reductions in 1948, principles 
and rules now reach into regulating domestic agricultural support, 
industrial subsidies and thus industrial policies, service regulation and 
intellectual property. Tomorrow, they are likely to include rules on 
conduct of private corporations (restricted business practices) and 
specific aspects of human rights in trade regulation. Additional fields 
may be added over the next decades, linking the trading system with 
other international organizations. Similarly, discussions increasingly 
address the problem to what extent international law should shape 
minimal standards as to good governance and the rule of law, some 
even argue that there should be a right to democracy as a matter of 
principles of international or, perhaps better, global law. It is important 
to emphasize that these are not essentially international issues, but 
primarily issues of domestic concern. The concept of national 
sovereignty has come a long way in terms of realpolitik. It is about to 
change steadily and gradually towards new, yet unknown, dimensions 
of global governance. 
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In a particular regional context, of course, these developments are even 
for more advanced and intrusive. There is no need for elaboration of 
this point. The law of the European Union has gone much beyond 
transboundary non-discrimination and market access. It regulates 
entire walks of life, such as agriculture or competition, and it increasingly 
shapes what formerly was national law, both public and private. 

3. The Impact of European and International Law on the Balance 
of Federal Powers 

3.1. The Decline of Parliament 

All these factual evolutions exert a silent but profound impact on the 
structure of government and the Constitution of the nation state. They 
induce shift of powers which the text of the Constitution will hardly 
show, but which are significant in real terms. Increasing efforts on the 
international level reinforces the position of the executive branch. In 
Switzerland, this amounts to enhancing the position of the Federal 
Council with its seven members. In substance, the increase of power is 
with the administration. International negotiations are led by high 
ranking officers, both diplomats and officials. Individual negotiators, 
often in the beginning of their careers, exert a considerable influence on 
the so called technical level, depending on energy, skills and resources 
allocated to the matter. Often, it is more significant than the influence of 
an elected Member of Parliament. Lobbies defending private interests 
are well organized and exert a considerable influence in shaping 
negotiating interests and positions and informal bottom lines. 
Parliament, on the other hand, has been overall losing influence in law
making in important areas. 

Up to recent years, the influence of Parliament was limited to approving 
in toto important treaties as negotiated and signed by the executive. For 
a long time, the chambers did not have a say in shaping negotiating 
positions. They even were not fully informed. The same was true for 
political parties. Recent years have witnessed changes to the effect that 
Parliament is to be consulted by way of its different commissions, and 
advice given will be taken into account politically. To a minor extent, 
this is also true for the cantons. Foremost, the influence of political 
parties and party leaders has been improved in recent years, in 
particular during bilateral negotiations with the European Union from 
1995 to 1999. Extensive consultations are now held among the coalition 
parties before major decisions are taken in the negotiating process. As 
traditional distinctions between domestic and foreign policies vanish, 
international and European policies have become, so to speak, a regular 
affair. Yet, such consultations cannot undo the fact that Parliament is 
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limited to approve or reject the results in toto; in practical terms, the 
choice to reject is limited. Parliament then may enact accompanying 
and implementing legislation which, in most cases, does not allow for 
extensive options. 

Finally, it is submitted that the powers of the people by way of 
referendum, mandatory or not, has stayed about the same. Whether it 
is a matter of assessing domestic legislation or a treaty, the option has 
always been limited to approval or veto power, without any bargaining 
power. Whether or not a bill or a treaty is before the people does not 
change its formal options. The difference lies in the fact that the threat 
to use a referendum is of very limited use in the context of international 
agreements. It is hardly in a position to shape negotiating positions of 
the partner, eg the European Union, unless the subject matter is of prime 
interest to the partner. This is mostly not the case and it is Switzerland 
seeking results in the first place. Policies to influence negotiations by 
hinting to risk of a referendum, it would seem, have not significantly 
influenced negotiating positions in bilateral talks. But they clearly led 
to insistence on a package-deal approach by the European Union (so
called single undertaking) - all in order to deter and limit the potential 
risks of selectivity induced by referenda relating to single items ( e.g. the 
agreement on free movement of labour and professional services) in 
Switzerland. 

The significant evolution of regionalization and globalization of law
making, in many areas, thus consists of losses in bargaining power in 
Parliament, and a further shift towards the executive branch. Enhanced 
activism and assertiveness in Parliament cannot substantially change 
this fact of life. The question arises whether this decline under the present 
constitutional practice of conceiving Parliament and Federal Council 
as two independent bodies may react by asserting stronger controls of 
Parliament over the Federal Council. In practice, this implies a move 
towards parliamentary democracy, as Raimund E. Germann suggested. 
Election and composition of the Federal Council may become more 
strongly tied to majorities in the chambers, based upon large coalitions 
and coalition agreements. Nothing in the Constitution prevents from 
changing current practices and conventions to leave decisions of leaving 
office to individual Federal Councillors. Yet, direct democracy seems to 
set practical limits to such a change. The referendum rights practically 
oblige to encompass and envelope all major powers which are able to 
fight successfully and win a referendum against the government. The 
broad coalition government clearly follows from the corner-stone of 
the referendum powers, discussed in a moment. Leaving major actors 
out of government runs the risk of uncontrollable opposition policies, 
making life of government hard, if not impossible. It would therefore 
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seem that direct democracy, again, limits the scope to revise current 
practices in a fundamental manner. 

In short, there are limits as to what extent such loss can be compensated 
within the national framework, at least in a medium time perspective. 
Things may be different in a long-term perspective. We return to this in 
a moment. Meanwhile, formal reforms may focus on different strategies. 

3.2. Towards Transnational Parliaments 

First, efforts need to focus on improving the influence of elected bodies 
both on the regional and on the global level. Joining the European Union 
is a major strategy to reestablish the balance of power between elected 
representation and government. The European Parliament has gained 
substantial additional powers under the Treaty of Amsterdam. 
Democracy is being improved (not always to the benefit of small nations, 
of course, which have a relatively strong position in the Commission 
and the Council). Efforts, however, also need to focus, in a long-term 
view, on global institutions. While much progress has been achieved 
with the European Parliament, the idea of parliamentary representation 
in other international fora, such as the United Nations, the Bretton 
Woods institutions or the World Trade Organization are very much in 
their beginnings. 

3.3. Short-Term Rebalancing at Home 

Second, some efforts at rebalancing powers at home may be discussed. 
Reform of government should consider a number of practical options. 
They can be realized in a short term perspective. 

3.3.1. Transparency 

The enhanced role of the executive and the administration will need to 
be reflected in enhanced transparency of international policy-making 
processes. Up to now, negotiating mandates - unlike in the United 
States or the European Union - are defined, upon consultation, by the 
Federal Council alone. They are not published. Arguments in favour of 
confidentiality are mainly tactical ones. It allows to define bottom-lines. 
Moreover, it allows to change instructions, which may be necessary for 
a small and medium power, without loss of face. There are advantages 
to this. But consider also the price. The public is not clearly informed 
about goals, aspirations and positions and a course taken. There is no 
open and transparent process in defining negotiating goals. As before, 
little is known at the time of writing, for example, about Swiss positions 
developed for the Millennium Round of the WTO. The matter has 
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remained behind closed doors. It is submitted that this should change. 
Governmental reform should install an open and transparent process 
involving public hearings of the administration and before Parliament. 
It should regularly inform the public. I do confess, as a practical matter, 
that this will make things more complicated. But we need to worry 
about legitimacy of outcomes in a democratic society. The law resulting 
from negotiations depends on high levels of acceptance if voluntary 
compliance is to be secured. Such acceptance cannot be achieved, 
possibly in a referendum, if persons affected are under the impression 
that they were left without a say in the inception phase, as much as 
throughout the negotiations. What is true for domestic legislation with 
its tradition of invited hearings is equally true for international 
negotiations. As domestic and foreign policy can no longer be separated, 
procedures should be designed to serve both avenues under the same 
set of procedural principles. 

3.3.2. Approval by Parliament of Chief Negotiators and Task Force 
Leaders 

A second implication of the shift of power is the problem of mandating 
negotiators. Contemporary international negotiations require a very 
high degree of interagency and inter-departmental coordination. They 
require active leadership. In a system with different agencies and 
departments involved, responsibilities are difficult to define. The 
concept of Federfiihrung (ie leading on in a task) may no longer be sufficient. 
It is suggested that negotiations should be organized in formally 
approved and publicly known task forces which are led by an appointed 
chief negotiators. This system of task forces and building blocks would 
seem more suitable than the current trend, resulting in the State 
Secretariat for the Economy (called SECO), to build extremely large 
departments which are difficult to control and lead. A system inspired 
by the military concept of small brigades is more responsive than 
traditional structures of large and inflexible divisions. The idea of 
secretaries of state, rejected in a referendum, would need to be reviewed 
in order to comply with such requirements. They should not be subject 
to a particular department of federal councillor, but to the Council and 
thus the cabinet as a whole. 

This leads to the problem of leadership of ad hoc task forces. The Federal 
Council is rarely in a position to assume such leadership except in early 
and final stages. In fact, the responsibility is assumed by chief executive 
officers and diplomats. These persons are generally highly qualified 
and motivated. Often, however, they lack the necessary authority to 
arbitrate between different agencies as they need to defend their own 
department's views. Even on the level of the Federal Council, such 
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arbitration is sometimes extremely difficult to bring about as the 
President of the Swiss Confederation does not have substantial powers. 
This may change in the future. Still, arbitration by chief negotiators is 
likely to stay an important goal. They also need to be able to deal with 
commissions of Parliament directly. 

Chjef negotiators and l aders of a task f re therefore should not only 
be appoint d by the Federal Council. hey should at b approved by 
th resp tive commissions of Parliament and be resp nsive to them. 
T the ex tent that a system of junior minis ters is d veloped, such 
c nfirmati n may b given with the appointment. To the xtent the 
fw1cti.on remains with able car r civil servants, it should be done upon 
spe .ific assignments. By th way, simi lar pro ed ur s could also be 
followed .in the pro ess of d v loping national legis lation and projects. 
The problems of c ordination are omparable, and a need to defin 
elem leadership is essential. Again, it i. a matt r f fh1d .ing procedur s 
which a re suitable for domestic and intemati nal affairs, as b th ar 
inextricably intertwined nowadays. 

3.4. Long-term Rebalancing of Powers: The Problem of the 
Referendum 

The shi ft f power, finally, lead t tbe question of the ref rend um and 
the right of the p opl , ie political parti s, lobbie , media and oth r 
inter sts group to exeit political influenc in and utside Parliament. 
As to the people, we a1·gued tha t th situation has not changed. But is 
ther a possibility to reinforce Parliament by. limiting diJ·ect d mocracy, 
as Raimund E. Germann has argued? 

3.4.1. The Virtues of the Referendum Right 

As indicated above, the referendum, while not existing from the 
beginning, has b come th corner-ston ~ of Swiss democracy. It is an 
essentia l part of the cow1try's id ntity, on all leve ls. Minds have been 
shaped ver the last cenJury by a democracy whi h is ssentiaUy 
defined by ex tens iv referenda, and which focuses on individua l issues, 
rather than on electi n s with a view to hange overall political and 
ideological directions. The political system, as it evolved during this 
century, has been profoundly defined by it since thes insh·um nts were 
introduced. In fact, the long lasting alition g vernment in place s ince 
1959, the working f parliament and political parties, and the role of 
t-heF deral Council all have be n profoundly shaped by it. It has " X rted 
a most powerful check on spending powers of government. Finally, the 
allocation of powers between the cantons and the federation as 
essentially defined by the mandatory constitutional referendum, as 
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flexible doctrines of inherent or implied powers have been r jected a 
und rmining compulsory refer ndw11 rights. We also s b·ess that the 
r ferendum rights bring ab ul a r laLively high lev I of inf rmation 
and thus of relative awaren ss of p litical issues in the population as 
c mpar d to th r com1tries. It may w- lJ b that political awaren ss in 
this untry and th absenc of a succin t class poli.tique is substanlially 
shap d and dev lop d thrnugh and by th very LTadition of initia tive 
and ref renda on all I v ls f government, federal, antonal and 
communal. 

Moreover, we need to stress that s uccessfu l refer nda, or the abs nc of 
taking up a facuJtativ r fer ndum, significantly increases legitimacy 
of law, and in particular of international agreements. It i not a 
coincid n that the tradition of dire t appli ation of internati nal 
agr em nts (self- xe uting effect) is mor d v lop d in this counby than 
elsewhere. 

3.4.2. Limiting Referendum Rights ? 

Whil there are many virtues, the disadvantages f dire t democra y 
re.main, in particular th effect fweake.ning Parliament in th balance 

f p w rs. R ducing th cop of referenda alJows to r stablish th 
ba'fance. It would incr ase th pac ofr gional and global integration f 
th political system. ll would reinforc th irnpol'tan e of elections a nd 
thus of p litical parti sand representation. As r tain.ing the las t word 
by referendu.m no longer exist in many area , th sp" trnm r presented 
in Parliament would become the more jmp rtant. Party pxogrammes 
and platform would becom mu h m re r levant. People ould chose in 
el tions among r al programme and priorities, not just on th basis 
of non-committal slogans. Individual m mbers of Parliament would 
possibly s ek tr011ger links with th ele torate to generate necessary 
fe dback. Election of the Fed ral Council would d pend on coalition 
agreements. Work in Parliament, indispensable to hap compromise 
and rationals luti n , w uld b reinfor ed. AB a consequence, it may 
b more attra tjv to run for the ffice of M mbe.i· of Parliament. Sure, 
ther is no shortage of candidates in lection. But tho. e qualified best to 
live up t the challenges and c mplexities of contemporary pr blems 
may not always be available as power is t o limited t jus tify a full 
engagem nt of hLunan and financia l r sour s. Populism, effe tive 
mainly th.rougb the potential ofre£erendum right, and media p wer 
(in parti uJar f ligopolistic lectronic m.edja) will b l'educed in impact. 
ln result, polici sand d isi n may improve in quality to Lhe benefit of 
pe pi e. Th politi al system would move towards parliamentary 
rcpr sentation. It w uld rn ve cl ser to the p litical system. based 
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upon which the European Union operates. It may be better prepared to 
work within the Union, in the future. 

From this p rspectiv , itw uld be advantageous to revise the scope of 
referendum rights. It may thus b further •nhanced in its core functions. 
It should be f.imjt d to central issues and appli din a parse manner, so 
to leave more final powers to Parliam nt. ln other words, it should b 
shaped in a m nner to restore and nhance bargaining powers and the 
posili n of Parliam nt. A n w balance of p wer should be s ug hL. 
Perhaps less by increasing the m1mber of signatur r quir d (although 
this is pf!rf ctJy logi al, given th fact that the electora te ha multipli d 
ince the r f rendum was introduc d). Suggesti ns to -xclude the 

r ferendum when a ertain quorum f approval is rea h din Parliament 
woulds rn to b a good idea. For example, a referendum ould be only 
held if the bill was approved by less than two-thirds. Comparabl.e ru.l · 
ould be design d for mpulsory re ferenda. Lt would b th retain th 

ref rendum in critical and highly ontrover ia l is ues. But it would 
qually enhan e the powers of Parliament to bring ab ut the balance of 

pow rs which ha been lo t. 

The idea, however, of balancing pow rs by redu ing th refen-mdum is 
Likely to onfrnu to face we.lJ-known problems. R forms n re.f rendum 
rights on the f deral level need to consent both of the majority of eitiz ns 
and of the cantons. Thi is bound to fail, v n if th arguments in favotLl' 
of moving towards parliamentary demo ra y and benefits to the p op1 
an be put in a nvindog manner. M st citizens in this country are not 

willing to giv up a legacy of distrus t vis-a-vis those in p wer 'in Berne'. 
Tb cigbts as they stand are deeply ensh1foed. Inevitably, instincts 
addressing the suspicio1.1 f government will be al rted with any 
proposal se king to reduce tb se rights. As to the introdu tion of a 
quonun, the peopl sometimes a ts as the b·ue opp sition and rej cts 
bills which w er adopted by large majorities. Minority repre ntatives 
in Parliament will inevitably oppose su h a move, as a quorum would 
dramatical'ly reduce their influence. Aga in, it is not a coincidence that a 
r c:>nt attempt to r form th ref rendum fai led in ParHament at its 
very stage of inception. Tn short, it may be possible further to enlarge 
dire t democra y, but very diffi ult to Limit it in a formal way. W 
onclude that stra tegies at dmngi 11g exisling rnferend um rights therefore 

should not be pursued as a prime long-term remedy to address 
fundamental structural problem of the nation state in adapti11g to 
regional and global integration. 

We may rather look into the prnsp cts how int rnational .law and 
relations may influence and she pe the use f the referendum rights. The 
question arises whether this traditi n and percepti n, and the political 
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cultur~, ar_e going to be changed with the advent of regionalization and 
globahzahon of law. What is the likely impact on the exercise of the 
ref~r~ndum rights? It could be that the instrument will become of a less 
political and practical importance in the future, for the following 
reasons. 

3.4.3. The Potential Practical Decline of the Referendum 

The traditions of progress by introducing rejected proposals and 
concepts after some yea:rs, sometimes twice or three times until 
approved (su h as the women 's vote) does no longer exist to the same 
ex t n~ w_ith an increasing body f la w prepared by way of international 
nego_tia t10ns ai'.d law-m aking ou tside the nation state. We cannot take 
the hme we ~ h. lnterna tional agreem nts n t only depend on one 
~ctor, but obviously on two or rnor negotiating partners. Th ir rejection 
~n a refe~er du~, closes a window of opportunity whi ch in many 
instances is n t likely to ome up again. Thjs has been th cas with th 
Ag~eement on the European Economic Area, rejected in 1992. The EEA 
opt10n probably_ ~o longer exist politically, as conditions in Europe 
have changed withm the last years ever since other EFTA states joined 
the European Union. 

importantly, multila teral agreem nts om as pa kage-d a!s, containjng 
bo '.~ a d ~~tage_s and dis~d va nta?es. They no longer fo cus on a 
pru □ . ular smgl important 1~s:i-ie which traditiona lly h as b en the object 
of a I ferend um and th politJ al deba te. This is an important fac tor. A 
country s trongly dep nd ing on effective mark et access abroad canno t 
afford to refute the giving part of the deal. Moreover, the main function 
of t~e referendum, ie the threat of using it before and during 
p~rhamentary negotiations and work, does not exist. Treaties are dealt 
with on a ~asis _of_ take it or leave it. Political parties and actors are 
a~are of this. It 1s interesting to observe that no referendum was held 
with respe~t to the results of the Uruguay Round Agreements of the 
~TO, d~sp1te substantial impact in particular in agriculture. It is equally 
intere~h~g to o_bserve that a referendum on the results of bilateral 
n~g_oha~10ns with the European Union held conducted with great 
dif~1culties_ ~etween_l995 and 1999, will not be challenged by any of the 
maJ_or coahhon parties and players. In Parliament, the referendum was 
mainly use~ as a _thre_at to optimize interest in implementing and 
accompanymg legislation. But it was clear from the beginning that 
effective use of it will be dangerous and could further isolate the nation 
The _t~ol has becom to d~ngerous. Jt has become overbroad, no longe; 
sufficient!y targeted. _Tiu v ry factor might influence the political 
system without ch anging the text of the constitution. 
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A similar observation may be made for the referendum once Switzerland 
has joined the European Union. European and constitutional lawyers 
have put forth the view that the referendum necessarily would need to 
be excluded for implementing legislation: it would be contrary to the 
principles of hierarchy of law and supremacy of Community law. This 
is a logical point of view. It, however, does not necessarily flow from the 
precepts of European law and will create perhaps insurmountable 
political rufficulties a t home. As much as implem ntation of directives 
may face di ffictuties and delays in Pa rUament, it equally i aUowed to 
prod uce su h effe ts by the peopl a ting in a referend um. In both cases, 
the r medi s in Eur pean law ar defin d and may ultimat ly resul t in 
fines . We do not see a need to restrict the formal ri ghts of referend a. A 
strategy of formal limitation of rights should not be pursued. Rather, 
the relationship of European law and national law should be viewed 
and perceived, in this context, as a dialectical process, sitting out major 
difficulties and seeking to solve the problems arisen in a second, and 
perhaps a third draft bill. 

Again, the answer in accommodating the need for integrating 
international law is likely to be in a more cautious and much more 
selective use of the referendum. In many instances, it simply will not 
make s nse to mak use of it. As p ople wiU be hilly informed that a 
proposal is mandat d by • law, they wiJI con sider this factor in making 
up a decision. lt is likely tha t a ref rendum w iJ.I only pass as a safeguard 
of last resort, taking into ace unt the political, financial and legal costs 
associated with such conduct. There may be values at stake worth 
paying such a price. But it is clear that this will apply only to very 
importance issues which deserve being pursued potentially in conflict 
with EC law. 

3.4.4. The Impact of International Law on Judicial Review 

Finally, we note that the referendum may also change its function 
domestically upon introduction of judicial review of federal statutory 
law. So far, such review has been excluded for federal statutes subject 
to the referendum. Given the traditions and supremacy of democracy
Rousseau's principle - Switzerland will not adopt ex ante review of 
federal statutes, but is likely to limit such review ex post to specific 
applications of a federal bill, if at all. This would be compatible with the 
referendum, but nevertheless opens new avenues of opposition. Statutes 
may be combated in court by way of constitutional review. Opposition 
towards legislation may no longer need to pursue the general vote but 
could seek decisions by may of a test case. Overall, this might result in 
less referenda which, after all, are costly and always bind considerable 
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resources. Court proceedings may in some cases become a valuable 
alternative, as it already exists with respect to laws and statutes of the 
cantons. It would be interesting to examine to what extent the 
referendum would have been used even more frequently in the cantons 
if judicial review before the Federal Court would not be available. 

Judicial review of federal statutes would be an important step with a 
view to improve protection of fundamental rights. Whether or nor it 
will materialize is unclear at this stage. Given the impossibility to bring 
about fundamental changes in the political system, many doubts exist, 
and the effort may fail. 

Again, it is interesting to observe that it is international law which, 
incrementally and case-by-case, has brought about substitutes for such 
inability at reform. The practice of the Federal Court relating to the 
European Convention on Human Rights, in many respects, amounts to 
constitutional review of federal legislation. It is in the hand of the courts 
to further develop such judicial policy with respect to other 
international instruments, in particular the UN Covenants on Human 
Rights. The general primacy of international law and international 
agreements, in combination with direct effect where suitable, enables 
courts to develop effective controls over national legislation which may 
compensate for the lack of constitutional review. As international 
agreements, such as the WTO, increasingly assume constitutional 
functions, this trend is likely to increase in coming years in the field of 
economic regulations, as well. In practical terms, control by way of 
applying international agreements, may thus substitute in suitable 
cases for the referendum in a more nuanced manner. The impact from 
without may bring about incrementally what domestic political reform 
is unable to achieve. 

4. The Impact of European and International Law on Federalism 

4.1. The Demise of Clear-cut Allocations of Powers 

International law and relations not only affect the balance of powers 
between the Swiss Parliament, the people and the government. It also 
affects the balance between the cantons and the federation, as much as 
between the Member States and the European Union. 

The past and novel federal Constitution of Switzerland both rely upon 
traditional concepts of enumerated powers. As indicated above, the 
system is shaped by mandatory referenda for the introduction of new 
federal assignments, leaving very little room for doctrine of implied 
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and inherent powers well known under other federal constitutions. 
Frequent formal change has been required in order to reallocate powers 
between the cantonal and federal levels. Political scientists, including 
Raimund E. Germann, like to say that the Swiss have the most stable 
political system and the most unstable constitution. This, of course, is 
only true due to the principle of explidt all cation of federal p wers. It 
is not accurate as to the provisions and th sys tem f gov rnment on 
the federal level. Both of which hav remained un hang d Cot many 
decades. 

Over time, realities have produced a wide entanglement of mixed and 
joint omp ten ies f the Federation and the cantons. Moreover, in this 
country, impl . mentation is mainly left to the cantons as a mainstay of 
keeping ontrol and limil • Xpansive federal authority. Recent efforts, 
mainly f r fina1rial r as ns, s -ek to find back their way to a more 
!ear-cu t separati on of ti ff rent tasks . Although this would se m logic, 

th pro ss does nol suJfi · ntly nsider the impact of international 
Jaw. /\'.n ana lysis cf legal integration both on the regi nal and global 
level r v als that internation, I l gislation not only is piecemeal, but 
equally does not consider federal structures of different countries. We 
need to be able to deal with different layers effectively a the same time. 
Directives of the EC, as much as treaties concluded under the umbrella 
of the WTO, affect both the cantons and the federal level. While the 
federation is responsible under international law to implement these 
obligations, it does not have the necessary authority to do so under 
constitutional law. For example, the federation does not have legislative 
authority to implement the WTO Agreement on Government 
Procurement for the cantons. The same holds true for a number of 
services which are regulated by the cantons. In government 
procurement, some elements were addressed in an internal market bill. 
Overall, legislation in this particular field resulted in five different levels: 
a federal bill for federal procurement, a federal internal market bill 
partly covering procurement in cantons ru1d communiti s, an inters tate 
agreement between the Canton , can tonal regulations and final ly, 
communal regulations. It goes with ut saying that this approa h is 
detrimental to develop cohesion and lega l se urity. Tn oth r walks f 
life, similar constellations may be produ ed. It se ms inevitab.le to 
provide the necessary tools for uniform dornesti impl mentation of 
international obligations, binding both the federal and cantonal level. 
The policies of neatly dividing federal and cantonal powers are likely to 
run into difficulties from this perspective. It probably becomes 
necessary to introduce authority to enact framework legislation on the 
federal level. The new Constitution does not provide for such authority 
outside the competencies assigned to the federal level. This is a feature 
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and a deficiency affecting the overall structure of the Constitution. It 
cannot be readily remedied by inserting piecemeal revision and 
building blocks. It is here that we see more than elsewhere how much 
constitutional structures developed in the 19th and 20th centuries will 
face difficulties in the 21st century in the light of changing roles and 
functions of regional and global legal integration. 

4.2. Toward a Five Storey House 

The limits of finding new balances of power within the nation state 
induces to search for new concepts of constitutionalism. Traditions of 
perceiving constitutions as a matter of the modern nation state are no 
longer sufficient. As we have come to an end of the idea of national 
codification, we also reach the end of the idea of a comprehensive 
national constitution. It was seen that the balance of power between 
elected Parliament and the executive branch requires to expand the 
equation beyond the national level, and to include regional and global 
structures, the latter yet to be designed. The problem has to be 
approached in an overall context. The influence of international law on 
structures of government does no longer allow to remain within 
traditional concepts of constitutionalism. The notion and perception 
needs to be expanded to the level of regional integration and to global 
integration. But we equally need to expand the concept to cover cantons 
and communities, as they are increasingly affected by foreign policy 
prerogatives of the federal level. Procedures of law-making and policy
making on all these levels need to be addressed in a consistent and 
coordinated manner. We find ourselves within a five storey house. 
Different floors, of course, of this edifice are and remain of different 
importance and impact. The nation state is bound to play a crucial role 
far into the 21st century. And structures are not similar on the regional 
level, and they are again different on the global level, as much as federal, 
cantonal and communal levels differ in many respects. Yet, we need to 
start looking at all these levels, as different as they are, as a combined 
system of different polities. It is from this angle that we need to reflect 
on governmental structures, on the role of the referendum, addressed 
in a somewhat speculative manner in this paper, on law-making, but 
also in judicial functions on different levels of the overall Constitution. 
By doing so, we will be in a better position to allocate powers and, most 
importantly, to find an overall balance of power between different 
levels, and also between different institutions, democratic, executive, 
and judicial within an overall umbrella. 
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4.3. A Tribute 

Reading the works of Raimund E. Germann helps us to find our way in 
a new landscape. Much earlier than others he reflected upon the 
structures of government in light of European integration and 
formulated his proposals without illusion, but with clarity and 
consistency. He took a long-term view. He encourages us to do the same 
thing, whatever the price, whatever the efforts it takes. For this, we 
thank him. He was not able to see the fruits of his works in Swiss politics. 
Later generations may. His ideas may materialize some day, should the 
referendum right and direct democracy - the key and all encompassing 
institution of the Swiss political system - lose their paramount practical 
importance in the light of regionalization and globalization of law 
making processes and new avenues of judicial control and review. 
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